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1 116342

Racialism, Ethnic Discrimination, Sectarianism,  slander against moral life of the country, Slander against basic cultural values, morality and good manners, my 
Complain is against Mr sajid Arain , Beauro  Chief Of Abbtak News Hyderabad , he aired News on Abbtak news  and Times News sindhi channel  against me and my 
brother , he climed in news we both brothers doing fraud with Different Peoples and officers of Police and other Department \r\ni sue him and issued him Legal notice 
through my legal Advisor but im complaining against the   Channel and his berue Cheaf how the aired Fake News, ميری پيمرا سے گزارش ہے کہ جناب اس کو نوٹس اشو کر کے 
 مجهے بهی باليا جائے اور پوچهيں اس بندے سے کہ کس طره کسی کے خالف آپ فيک نيوز چال کہ اس کی کردار کشی کريں گے ، مجهے بهت شديد دکه ہوا ہے مهربانی فرما کہ مجهے انصاف دليا جائے
 نہيں تو ميں پيمرا کے خالف بهی لکهوں گا کہ يہ ميڈيا کو ٹهيک ريگيوليٹ نہيں کر رہا جس چينل کو جو آتا ہے وه کر رہا ہوتا ہے ، اس کے ؑالوه ٹائم نيوز نے بهی وہی خبر چالئی ہے جس کی وجہ سے ميں
شديد زهنی بے چينی اور ذهنی دباٗو ميں رہا ہوں ميں کورٹ ميں تو جا چکا ہوں مگر پيمرا بهی مجهے بتائے کہ ميری کمپلين کے حوالے سے کيا ايکشن ليا ہے

Abbtakk

2 116323

Dear Chairman PEMRA,
It is brought into your kind notice that a Good Morning Show at ARY network "Good Morning Pakistan" hosted by nida yasir, is extremely working against the national 
interest of pakistan. She  not only plays the Indian content and music,  but also she used to refer to Indian movies in Pakistani morning show which are broadcast in 
National TV of pakistan. We all know that telecasting Indian content is extremely prohibited and banned in Pakistan. 
India always works on anti-Pakistan propaganda and never misses any opportunity to discredit Pakistan. In recent past, when Newzealand cricket team visited pakistan 
and about to start that ODI match in Rawalpindi, an  received by Mrs. Martin Guptil, which was identified and indian lobby and indian agenda to derail that match and 
Newzealand team fly back to their country. we lost hell of a money, and yet Miss. NIDA YASIR used to refer to Indian content and Indian music in her show.
I request your esteemed office to take strict actions against her and her so called vulgar morning show and banned her show on immediate basis.

Your prompt action in this regard shall be highly appreciated.
--

Thanking indeed

Regards

ARY Digital

3 116324

Dear Chairman PEMRA,

It is brought into your kind notice that a Good Morning Show at ARY network "Good Morning Pakistan" hosted by nida yasir, is extremely working against the national 
interest of pakistan. She  not only plays the Indian content and music,  but also she used to refer to Indian movies in Pakistani morning show which are broadcast in 
National TV of pakistan. We all know that telecasting Indian content is extremely prohibited and banned in Pakistan. 

India always works on anti-Pakistan propaganda and never misses any opportunity to discredit Pakistan. In recent past, when Newzealand cricket team visited pakistan 
and about to start that ODI match in Rawalpindi, an  received by Mrs. Martin Guptil, which was identified and indian lobby and indian agenda to derail that match and 
Newzealand team fly back to their country. we lost hell of a money, and yet Miss. NIDA YASIR used to refer to Indian content and Indian music in her show.
I request your esteemed office to take strict actions against her and her so called vulgar morning show and banned her show on immediate basis.

Your prompt action in this regard shall be highly appreciated.
-- 

Thanking indeed

Regards,

ARY Digital

4 116329
The drama sinf ahan in this drama  totally  they are showing  negative  face of islam as well pashtoon if you people  cant take action .so our next step will go to hight 
court or supreme  courts  to stop this nonsense  and fuck  actor shame  on you and your efford dont know about what is going  on in Pakistan  .the culture  of pastun  not 
like you because  in Punjab  girls can enjoy  his sex life before  marriage .

ARY Digital

5 116340
this is not a story this is only targeted some special people and heart the some generation which is against the society norms please take action and stop this type 
activities, Nil

ARY Digital

6 116345
Hatred, Obscenity, Religious Discrimination, Vulgarity, Please look in to the matter and advise Bol Management regarding dressing of participaints please take action 
and stop immediately and effect our new generation, urgent matter

bol ent

7 116341

Complaint against Geo Harpal Entertainment TV

Dear Sir

Greetings from Lahore.

May I draw your attention to the facts that:

1. Harpal Geo Entertainment Channel uses almost 50% of its drama time for TV commercials;
2. This channel repeats at least 50% of its previous day episode with every new episode whether it's locally produced TV dramas or Turkish TV drama Kurulus Osman. 
This amounts to insulting the intelligence of the viewers!

I look forward to serious action taken against unethical and unprofessional attitude of Geo Entertainment Channel.

Thanks and kind regards.

Geo Ent.

8 116346

Re: Complaint against Geo Harpal Entertainment TV

I was wondering if you got my mail below, Mr. Chairman, PEMRA?

Kind regards.

Sincerely
Dear Sir

Greetings from Lahore.

May I draw your attention to the facts that:

1. Harpal Geo Entertainment Channel uses almost 50% of its drama time for TV commercials;
2. This channel repeats at least 50% of its previous day episode with every new episode whether it's locally produced TV dramas or Turkish TV drama Kurulus Osman. 
This amounts to insulting the intelligence of the viewers!

I look forward to serious action taken against unethical and unprofessional attitude of Geo Entertainment Channel.

Thanks and kind regards.

Geo Ent.
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Complaints Received during the month of January, 2022 at PEMRA Complaint Call Center

9 116315 In this drama a Female involved in two brother during his marriage life which is very Bad and effect our new generation please stop and take action immediately, Nil HUM TV

10 116321
Mira Mana using medicine and abuse of medical and that is trend is effect our new generation and with consultation the Medical Officer please stop and take necessary 
step for future, nil

HUM TV

11 116338

Complaint againt Sang-e-Mah
Dear PEMRA,
I would like to complain about a TV drama currently being aired on HUM TV (TV and their Youtube channel) on Sunday's called "Sang-e-Mah".  
In particular, I would like to report episode 2 aired on 16 January 2022 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si2E7we0jE4). The drama is apparently set up in a modern 
age Pakhtoon society and is based around a topic called "Ghag". I belong to a Pashtoon family and having grown up in the Pashtoon society, I have never came across 
this term. I have asked my other Pakhtoon friends from different regions such as Peshawar, Mardan, Charsada and Swat and none of them are aware of what Ghag is. 
According to the drama, "Ghag" is a tradition where a man fires three shots (from a gun) in front of his crush's house to claim her (without her consent). I did some 
research on the subject, and found that Ghag was practiced in FATA and some surrounding areas in the past. However, the government of Pakistan and KP has banned 
(http://www.af.org.pk/Acts_Fed_Provincial/KP_Bill%20_Acts_since%202002/KP%202013/Elimination%20of%20Custom%20of%20Ghag%20Act,%202013.pdf) the 
act through a legislation in 2013. The problem is that the drama shows that Ghag is very common and mainstream today and totally misrepresents the Pakhtoon society 
today (like me and my friends are in late 20s and we even didn't know what Ghag is). After the episode aired on 16th January many of my friends from other regions in 
Pakistan told me it's sick that we have concepts such as Ghag. Other family and friends have reported similar experiences. We (Pashtuns) were even called primitive and 
what-not in a whatsapp group chat for having this outdated custom mainstreamed (because of this drama) whereas in reality it's not the case.
Also, the same episode shows a Jirga punishing a man with 100 or more lashes for performing Ghag. Please tell me where on earth Jirgas today has the power of 
punishing someone - and that too with lashes in today's Pakistan? Maybe in Taliban's time in Swat it happened when the govt. had no rid there. Does the drama wants to 
convey that Pakistani govt. and law has no rid in KP in today's Pakistan? In today's Pakistan, Jigras are only meant to resolve household issues and not punish people 
(contrary to what is shown in the drama). Therefore, this drama is hugely misrepresenting today's Pakhtoon society. What messages are we giving by airing such outdated 
and false concepts as being mainstream today? Note that these dramas are being watched world wide through Youtube. We should be showing progressive stories to 
bring different cultures and the whole nation on par.  At least PEMRA should make sure that dramas and TV are not perpetuating false information or totally misleading 
information. The drama is really disturbing me and my Pashtoon friends and family mentally for showing such a twisted image of Pashtoons in today's Pakistan and as a 
citizen of Pakistan, I hope PEMRA would take some action about it.
Best regards,
A concerned Pakistani.

HUM TV

12 116308
A metro one crime Reporter call me on my personal matter and take interference in my matter he using rough language and and treat me on my case please take action, 
urgent Matter

Metro-One
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